(jump down for solution)

Solvers are given an image of the traditional Chutes and Ladders game board, a series of
numbers, and individual smaller pictures of each chute (with some numbers) and each ladder
(with crossword like clues).
The series of numbers only contains numbers 1-6: these are the values you can roll on the
spinner, so this represents a player's spins to move across the board. Solvers should follow
the spinner moves along the board, taking note of the ladders they climb and the chutes they
slide down.
The chutes and the ladders each have a separate mechanic that gives a word per
chute/ladder:
Ladders - the clues are the rungs of word ladders. The letter you change to get to the next
clue is the letter you keep for the word. Example: bird -> bard -> ward -> word -> lord =
"AWOL" for the ladder.
Chutes - the numbers on the chutes are all single digits in a down-right diagonal. Each digit
represents a grouping of letters on the keyboard. This isn't the most intuitive mechanic, hence
the example of CHUTE. The goal here is to "slide" down a number along a keyboard to get to
a letter, kinda like old texting on a numpad (1 had abc, 2 had def, etc) but on a keyboard (so
1 has qaz, 2wsx, 3edc, 4rfv, 5tgb, 6yhn, 7ujm, 8ik, 9ol, 0p). Example, 4826 = FISH.
The path solvers take should have them encounter...
Chutes:
1-38: ONLY
28-84: ZODIAC
36-44: ANIMAL
71-91: FELINE
Answer: LION
Other unused chutes: 16-6 FIRST, 49-11 HUMAN, 62-19 CHINESE, 93-73 SYMBOL, 95-75 PAIR,
98-78 LAST)
Ladders:
47-26: AMERICA (code, coda, moda, mode, rode, ride, rice, race)
87-24: BALD (zone, bone, bane, lane, land)
56-53: AVIAN (dote, date, dave, dive, diva, dina)
64-60: MASCOT (rite, mite, mate, mats, cats, cots, tots)
Answer: EAGLE
Other unused ladders:
4-14: WALES (bent, went, want, walt, welt, west)
9-31: CHINA (flap, clap, chap, chip, chin, chia)
21-42: BLACK (pike, bike, like, lake, lace, lack)
51-68: FLAG (good, food, fool, foal, goal)
80-100: COIN (pane, cane, cone, lone, none)
Chutes and Ladders = Lion + Eagle = GRIFFIN

